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Abstract

The provisioning of software has shifted towards a service model, where applications are hosted, metered, and billed through service platforms rather than being sold as on-premise software. These services can exhibit network effects, which are self-enforcing effects of value generation. They describe the interdependency of service or platform value, service consumption, and third party service provisioning. Service platforms need to be designed to incite these network effects. We propose a design theory which is based on the operator’s platform authority as the key factor for controlling and influencing stakeholders in and around the service platform in different control modes. As a design method, we propose a conceptual modeling language which supports service platform design with staged areas of authority, process flows as well as control methods. We present the rationale behind the language, discuss its application, and propose testable hypotheses for an empirical evaluation.
Introduction

Software-as-a-service (SaaS) encompasses all applications running in the cloud that are accessible by end-users as metered services (Lenk et al. 2009; Mell and Grance 2009). In this context, a service is any kind of deployed software, provided by service platforms on demand. A service platform, in turn, is software which makes available these deployed applications as a service to end-users while taking care of elasticity, metering, and billing (Lenk et al. 2009; Mell and Grance 2009; Rimal et al. 2009). Factors that are often associated with SaaS and that drive the rapid growth of service platforms include shortened deployment times, reduced upfront implementation, and minimized long-term overheads compared to traditional on-premise software (Holt et al. 2011).

Active participation of consumers and external suppliers in the value creation process additionally accelerates SaaS’s success by leveraging network effects (Chesbrough 2012). Network effects are self-enforcing effects of value generation, generated by causal loops of reciprocal interdependency between platform attractiveness and third party value provisioning (Rohlf 1974; Shapiro and Varian 1998). Network effects do not respond to simple linear relationships. They are characterized by complex differential interdependencies of the various participants and activities in and around the service platform (Sterman 2000). After opening the platform to third party service provisioning, the platform operator has to give up control over their service quality to some degree and he has to accept a certain level of self-organization by the service providers (Lee et al. 2010).

To be able to incite and exploit network effects, platform operators need to be able to manage the flows of service provisioning and consumption. They can do so by using their platform authority. Platform authority describes the exercisable degree of control and influence of a platform operator over an ecosystem participant or activity. The design of a service platform which allows this degree of control and influence is challenging due to two major factors that need to be considered: the ecosystem’s capacity for self-organization and the platform’s capability to exhibit network attractiveness. Self-organization is the capability to act autonomously without central control, the sensitivity to changes, and the adaptiveness to these changes (Ashby 1962; De Wolf and Holvoet 2005). In the context of service platforms, on the one hand, the platform operator has to attribute its ecosystem certain rights to act and react in a self-paced way, for example, by granting the right to develop or deploy services within the platform. The platform operator also needs to prepare the terrain for sensitivity and adaptiveness. On the other hand, network attractiveness is an exponential function of an addressed target group’s sensitivity to a value in the platform multiplied with its cardinality, divided by a limiting threshold. Only a small set of platform operators, offering selective cross-industry-applications, have up to now successfully mastered the viable development of such service platform (Keswani et al. 2012).

In this paper, our goal is to describe an information system (IS) design theory as a “systematic specification of design knowledge” (Gregor and Jones 2007). An appropriate design theory will help us to devise a method to build service platform designs, which allows us to incite the desired effects and instantiations of parameters for a successful balance between control and self-organization. We contribute to the IS body of knowledge by providing such a design theory which can guide both software developers and academic researchers. We have followed the Design Science approach (Hevner et al. 2004), a socio-technologist/developmentalist research paradigm (Gregg et al. 2001). As a basis we derived meta-requirements to guide our research process (Walls et al. 1992). The knowledge-building takes place through conceptualizing, designing, and building of artifacts (i.e., as proof-of-concept, proof-by-demonstration). Our core artifact is the developed methodology and language that builds on the design theory and supports the IS development process of designing a service platform which enables network effects and leads to the successful adoption of SaaS offerings.

In the following, we present the rationale behind the derivation of the required constructs and methods to graphically model participants and activities on and around service platforms, which can be controlled or influenced through the platform operator’s platform authority to incite networks effects. First, we provide an overview of foundations, related work, and methodology of our research. Then, we elaborate on the solution design of a design theory which results into the design method: a graphical modeling language to capture areas of platform authority, process constructs, and control methods. We apply the artifact, discuss the outcome, and give an outlook on further empirical evaluation.
Background and Foundations

Service Platforms and Network Effects

The term network effect describes the phenomenon that products or services only become valuable when large numbers of people use them (Rohls 1974; Shapiro and Varian 1998). Many digital goods are subject to network effects. For example, Sterman (2000) shows that network effects can be strengthened or weakened by complementary network effects. Rochet and Tirole (2003) reveal that in many cases where network effects occur, two or more distinct participant groups benefit from each other. They term the underlying business model two or multisided markets or platforms. Eisenmann et al. speak of demand-sided network effects, finding that platforms, which are open for external supply, can encompass cross-sided network effects (Eisenmann et al. 2008; Eisenmann et al. 2011; Eisenmann et al. 2006). In these effects, supply side and demand side are interdependent.

A key notion of network effects is the self-organization of the concerned participants. The term self-organization originates from system theory and non-equilibrium physics (Ashby 1962). The concept entails that small changes can incite amplified network effects in self-organizing systems. Self-organizing systems show a set of features which favor network effects (De Wolf and Holvoet 2005; Nicolis and Prigogine 1977):

- autonomy, i.e. the parts of the system act without central control;
- adaptability, i.e. parts of the system are able to cope with changes autonomously and rapidly and align to a new temporal equilibrium; and
- sensitivity to change, i.e. the system is sensitive to a changing requirements and can react rapidly.

Viable and successful service platforms that use designs leveraging network effects should benefit from autonomy, adaptability, and sensitivity to change. The set of self-organizing, autonomous participants represent the platform ecosystem. Participants and ecosystem are in a reciprocal relationship with each other.

In the context of service platforms, the provision of information about activities on a platform to participants who are active on a platform is called feedback. The participants’ reaction to this information causes reciprocity, meaning modified activity on the platform leading to renewed feedback. Feedback loops describe the reciprocity that a stock has on its own filling or depletion, when impacting on the flow through an auxiliary variable. We refer to the feedback loops of auxiliary variables, which are functions of stocks and which impact flows, as causal loops.

Hence, in our context, network effects describe the reciprocal relation between the value of a service platform and the quantity of involved service consumers and service providers. Network effects are driven by self-organization of the platform ecosystem.

Consequently, successful service platforms benefit from a suitably high quantity of managed services supplied by self-organized service and from high quantities of subscribed users. Unsuccessful platforms tend to not accomplish self-enforcing network effects (Scholten et al. 2009). We refer to the value propositions that are expected to incite network effects as base value. Base values need to exceed a minimal threshold called critical mass.

Service Platforms and Control Theory

Katz and Shapiro (1986), Schilling (2009), Boudreau (2010), Parker and Alstyne’s (2010), as well as Hagiu and Lee (2011) investigate control in the context of open technical platforms, enabling cooperation of distinct supplier and user groups. These researchers consider control from perspectives of power through technology ownership, decision of technical evolution, and distribution rights. Being in control includes the rights to appropriate value from a technology. Parker and Alstyne (2010) explicitly study service platforms. They discuss implications of platform openness on platform controllability. All these studies include network effects in their reasoning and conceptualizing. In contrast to differential equations that are used in system-theoretical approaches and allow for the considerations of dynamic
causal loops, these works use mathematical formulations based on either static-comparative or game-theoretical perspectives. These formulas are equation-based, describing points of equilibrium.

Closer to the system-theoretical consideration of causal loops is the theory of feedback loop control (Ashby 1964; Conant and Ashby 1970). It describes the concept of a (technical) system being regulated by a control device aligning a reference value with the feedback system output (cf. Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Feedback Controlled System

Consequently, in our context for service platforms, control describes service management actions of the platform operator, which change a set of parameters from a current status to a target status. Control in a platform context operates as a closed loop which uses feedback monitoring in the context of a regulatory process. The devices and methods which are used to control such a process are called control modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Mode</th>
<th>Key Characteristics</th>
<th>Antecedent Condition</th>
<th>Example Method</th>
<th>Group of Methods</th>
<th>Control Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavior (formal)</td>
<td>Rules and procedures articulated</td>
<td>Behavior observability</td>
<td>Development methodology, work assignments, rules and procedures</td>
<td>Enforcement</td>
<td>Prescriptive control, sanational control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rewards based on compliance to rules and procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incentive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome (formal)</td>
<td>Outcomes and goals articulated</td>
<td>Outcome measurability</td>
<td>Comparison of outcome with the expected level of performance and successive rewards</td>
<td>Enforcement</td>
<td>Restrictive control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rewards based on producing outcome and goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incentive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual sanctions himself</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Motivational control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self (informal)</td>
<td>Individual defines task goals or procedures, Individual monitors and rewards himself, the rewards are based in parts on individuals self-control skills</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Individual empowerment, self-management and self-monitoring, and self-rewarding with respect to self-set goals</td>
<td>Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identification and reinforcement of acceptable behaviors</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Coalitions of individuals with share ideologies, socialization, hiring and training practices, implemented rituals and ceremonies</td>
<td>Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community (informal)</td>
<td>Common values and beliefs and problem solving philosophy</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Coalitions of individuals with share ideologies, socialization, hiring and training practices, implemented rituals and ceremonies</td>
<td>Incentive</td>
<td>Market regulative control, informative control, motivational control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Building on these insights, Kirsch (1997) develops a taxonomy of control modes. Table 1 summarizes the four control modes. The set of formal modes contains: (a) behavior control, characterized through articulated rules and procedures and (b) outcome control, defined by expressed project outcomes and goals. Formal control modes can be designed to be observable and are hence suitable in enforcement and reward-oriented approaches (Eisenhardt 1985; Kirsch 1997; Ouchi 1979). Informal modes include (c) self-control and (d) clan control. Instead of clans, we use the term community, as this term is established in the service platform context. Self-control relies fully on an individual’s ability and competence to self-control. Community control modes are suitable where coalitions of individuals cluster around common values and beliefs (Kirsch 1997). Informal modes lack observability and, hence, their successful implementation is difficult to observe. However, an organization can benefit from such interpersonal, feedback-seeking dynamics in social structures that support self-regulating of social processes (Ashford and Tsui 1991).

**Conceptual Modeling of Service Networks**

There are several approaches to the design of service networks around service platforms. Eisenmann et al. (2006; 2007; 2010; 2011) for instance, have a specific service platform focus, considering aspects of control and network effects for business models and service innovation with little or no consideration of technical service management. However, none of these approaches do consider control.

In order to facilitate the development process of a service platform, any development group must agree on some shared representation forms. Based on this representation they can exchange and discuss ideas, thoughts, opinions, objectives, and beliefs about the object system (Hirschheim et al. 1995) (e.g., about the design and parameters of a service platform). One suitable means of representation is considered to be conceptual modeling (Frank 1999).

Conceptual models feature three main characteristics. They are mappings of representations, abstractions from originals, and in accordance with pragmatic requirements (Peckham and Maryanski 1988). Thus, multiple people’s perceptions of a matter are typically condensed to a shared representation in the modeling process (Gupta and Sykes 2001). The conceptual models, which we consider, always result in an abstract account of reality expressed in a formal and described graphical language (Falkenberg et al. 1998). Such languages should be designed to meet a specific target group’s way of thinking.

As-is conceptual modeling of networks has received some attention. These approaches extract models in a bottom-up approach through the access, retrieval, and combination of globally distributed information. Examples are the Open Semantic Service Relationship approach (OSSR) (Cardoso et al. 2013; Cardoso et al. 2012). The graphical modeling of service networks in the context of service management, however, is not in focus. The Service Network Notation (SNN) focuses on the optimization of value in service networks (Bitsaki et al. 2008; Bitsaki et al. 2009). The Service Network Modeling Notation (SNMN) concentrates on the enablement of service offerings, requests and provision between and inside organizations (Danyлевч et al. 2010). e3* (e3value/e3services/e3controls) focuses on qualitative analysis of value flows in networks (Kartseva et al. 2010). All three have in common that they model service networks as a set of nodes and edges in a to-be approach. These notations consider explicit relationships of value exchange. The more implicit approaches of ecosystem influence, as immanent in network effects, do not find consideration, nor do the control modes.

**Research Methodology**

We follow a Design Science procedure (Hevner et al. 2004) in order to develop our approach for designing service platforms. As our research progressed, we iteratively developed the configuration of the artifacts (Baskerville et al. 2009). The intended (and unintended) impact of the developed artifacts was evaluated to show their usefulness in solving the problem of designing a viable service platform. This involved comparing objectives and observed results in real-world settings (Hevner et al. 2004; Winter 2008). We make use of network effects (Rohlf 1974; Shapiro and Varian 1998) and control modes (Kirsch 1997) as our kernel theories to derive a design theory with design requirements and a design rationale underlying...
our approach (Simon 1996; Walls et al. 1992). The primary artifact of our research is a design method for designing service platforms in form of a conceptual modeling language.

We derived the following meta-requirements (Walls et al. 1992) to structure our research:

(a) the design theory must be able to express all structural aspects of network effects such as base values as well as control modes within staged areas of platform authority,

(b) the design theory must be able to express all procedural aspects of network effects, such as causal loops, as well as control modes on transactions and influences within staged areas of platform authority, and

(c) the design theory must be able to express all enforcing and incentivizing aspects of network effects, in particular regarding control modes for behavior, outcome, community, and self-control within staged areas of platform authority.

Furthermore, we deem it necessary for the resulting design method to align with the following meta-requirements in order to be of relevance:

(d) the method must be suitable to support the information system development process by providing an improved understanding of network effects and control modes, which in turn should result in better designs for service platforms, and

(e) the derived design method must be a shared representation of ideas, thoughts, and opinions (Hirschheim et al. 1995), an abstraction from the original, retaining only the relevant parameters (Langer 1954) which improves the development process by either one or both, development speed and/or cost.

The research process was an iterative process of building artifacts, intervention and learning, and enhancement, as described in Design Thinking (Meinel and Leifer 2010) and as suggested by Sein et al. (2011) in the Action Design Research approach. We compiled the first version of control methods through data elicitation, surveys, and field studies. They evolved over a period between 2009 and 2013 through a cyclical research process. The continuous application of the method lead to adaptations and enhancements and resulted in redesigns of the approach, a common occurrence in Design Science research (Davison et al. 2004; Vaishnavi and Kuechler 2008). This cyclic research process consisted, amongst others, of the following steps:

- Analysis of successful service platforms over a period of four years: We judged service platforms as “successful” according to two alternative criteria: First, if they were successfully in terms of financial success in the service platform domain, substantiated through prior published investigations (Holt et al. 2011; Keswani et al. 2012). Second, if they provided methods or structures that successfully support network effects (e.g., the platform Trello applies specific structures and methods to achieve network effects in the case of small numbers of users). In particular, we considered Appirio, BOINC, Dropbox, Google, Facebook, Intensify, Intuit, LongJump, Netsuite, Salesforce.com, SAP, S.Chand Edutech, and Trello.

- Comparative longitudinal study: We conducted a comparative longitudinal analysis of service intermediaries, analyzing and evaluating their methods, service quality, and service success (Scholten et al. 2009). Specifically, the study compared the intermediary operators SeekDa, WebServiceList, Xmethods, RemoteMethods, eSigma, and StrikeIron Market Place. This was extended by a longitudinal comparison of service quality for SeekDa and StrikeIron Market Place.

- Field studies on three selected service platforms: We analyzed in detail the platforms Force.com by Salesforce.com, SuiteApp by Netsuite, and Facebook Platform by Facebook. In the study design, we deployed an own sample service on the platforms to gain a deeper insight into the control and release methods as well as on the platforms’ configurations. We complemented the field studies’ findings by an analysis of the platforms’ terms and conditions.

- Field studies on the research platform and e-market pilot AGORA: Within the Theseus/TEXO project, we analyzed the value and effect of explicit and implicit feedback methods to improve service quality (May et al. 2011). The monitoring of experimental test consumer behavior allowed retrieving necessary feedback on consumer self-organization that was incited by feedback.
Furthermore, we enhanced the results through an iterative process of discussion and reflection with researchers as well as with business analysts and platform architects from industry. Our research built on and benefited from continuous exchange with project partners from industry (e.g., within the Theseus/TEXO project). We conducted tests through modeling (intervention/action taking) of sample cases with the above described successful platforms to reveal whether all known control methods can be represented with our design method and language. We conducted an evaluation and reflection of the derived design theory with four platform operators (two at an intermediate as well as pre-final stage and with two at the end of their respective design processes).

In prior publications, we have presented an initial categorization on control methods (Scholten et al. 2010; Scholten et al. 2011). Critical discussion on an evolved solution (Scholten 2011) led to a correlation with the control modes suggested by Kirsch (1997). The categorization of control methods has also been discussed (Scholten et al. 2012).

**Solution Design**

In this section, we derive and formalize structural and procedural elements as well as groups of control methods of our design theory: First, structural elements embrace different areas of staged platform authority, areas with the capability to scale according to demand. Second, process elements allow for the modeling and analysis of causal loops and network effects. Finally, we introduce control methods to support the implementation of service management. Each of these subsections derives functional design requirements for a design theory, which are kept non-specific to any graphical notation or logical conceptual modeling language which – in turn – is the design method described in the following section.

**Initial Modeling Constructs: Areas of Staged Platform Authority**

Based on control theory and in specific the taxonomy of the control mode theory, we use the term platform authority to refer to the platform operator’s ability to exert control (in any of the four modes) over the quality of offered services. Legner (2009) provides a rather functional, tripartite taxonomy consisting of infomediaries (a), e-hubs (b), and e-markets (c) to describe different levels of control and influence. Complementing this categorization with the concept of integrators (d) (Heinrich et al. 2011) results in three areas of staged authority for intermediaries to express the fact that the intermediary either has full, limited, or no authority over service consumer and/ or provider activities:

- a control area is the section where the platform operator can exert full platform authority through enforcement (the operator can observe and steer all events and structures within the control area);
- an influence area is the subsection of a platform ecosystem where the platform operator can only exert limited platform authority through incentives (the operator cannot observe but only inquire information on events within the influence area);
- a noise area is the subsection outside the platform ecosystem where the platform operator has no platform authority and no form of control.

The following examples with the different types of intermediaries illustrate this understanding (cf. Figure 2). The services, which are simply crawled by an infomediary (a), lie outside its control or influence area. E-hubs (b) do not have access to any data traffic, while federating a service. However, both consumer and service provider actively choose cooperation with the e-hub. Therefore both are located in the influence area. E-markets (c) represent a first supply concept with limited enforcing authority. E-markets can control and tab all traffic between the client and the service provider, as it is routed through the control area. The integrator (d) is omniscient to all traffic coming from and going to the consumer. He has enforcing power over the service as it is deployed within its control area. However, this omniscience and platform authority shrinks, once the service is of a composite nature with services outside the platform’s control area. The consumer is always placed in the influence area.

In the control area, the platform operator has full platform authority. From a technical point of view, this means that it has the capability of enforcing its technical infrastructure on its physical servers or on its
virtual machines in an infrastructure-as-a-service environment and on all technically enabled activities which take place on the platform. Examples for the latter are service consumption and/or service provisioning through third party providers. From an organizational point of view, this means that the platform operator can exert full platform authority over workforce (e.g., internal teams or external entities working on assignment). The allocation of control methods as points to exert service management is limited to the control area. Moreover, from the control area the platform operator exerts influence over the ecosystem participants. Hence, the control area is the area where the platform operator can exert control over activities and internal participants. It is also the area from where he influences ecosystem participants which are placed outside the control area. The following functional design requirements result from the above: First of all, the control area must be a structural element. All process constructs within this area must be equipped with control methods. Process constructs within the control area are allowed to be a source of influences, pointing at ecosystem participants in the influence area.

To better structure the control area, the construct of division can be used as a frame to group elements, which belong together (e.g., because they build a set of solutions or because they are in the same physical location). Division groups describe finite sets of similar technical environments, which could be servers at customer locations or native applications on client PCs or mobile phones, controlled by the platform operator. In areas where network effects apply, the platform operator has to be aware that the environment may require to scale.

The influence area is the structural area of the ecosystem around the control area. Ecosystem participants, who are in or may come into a value exchanging relationship with the service platform, are located in this area. Process constructs represent ecosystem participants as well as relationships. The influence area does not allow for control through enforcement, as it is outside the reach of the platform operator’s platform authority. The influence area therefore requires indirectly operating methods of control, which the platform operator exerts from the control area, so called incentivizing methods. In the influence area, the ecosystem participants can also influence each other. Lastly, they are subject to influences of entities external to the ecosystem (e.g., competitors). The construct of influence area accommodates process constructs, representing ecosystem participants. Constructs are allowed to be a source of transactions into the control area. Furthermore, the platform is open for influence from ecosystem participants. Influence impacts through the ecosystem’s activities on the platform and through the ecosystem-triggered market regulative control. Being outside the reach of the platform’s full platform authority, the process constructs within the influence area must not carry control methods.
The noise area is the structural area around the ecosystem. In this area, the platform operator cannot exert any influence on the participants. It accommodates competitors and participants uninterested in becoming customers. Participants in the noise area are neither in a relationship of value exchange with the platform operator, nor can they exert influence on the platform operator. However, they may influence the ecosystem participants of the platform and may, thus, cause a backflow of value (e.g., cancellations). Hence, the noise area embraces all areas outside the platform ecosystem. Whereas the platform operator cannot exert any platform authority, the participants in this area can influence the ecosystem participants in the influence area. No value flow happens between noise area and control area as they have no direct relation with each other. The process constructs within the control area must not allow control methods in this area. Neither can any construct in this area be the target of influences from any other area, nor can any process constructs in this area be the source of influences, pointing into the influence area. Lastly, constructs in this area cannot be sources of transactions into the control area as they are not in a value exchanging relation with the platform.

Table 2 provides an overview of the solution design, elaborated in this section and substantiated in the subsequent subsections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Solution Design</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Degree of Exercisable Platform Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Represent areas with full platform authority of the platform operator over all service provider and consumer activities</td>
<td>Control area</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Represent areas with limited platform authority</td>
<td>Influence area</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Represent areas without platform authority</td>
<td>Noise area</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divider allowing to substructure the control area, able to depict technical environments which need to scale</td>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Scalable (Boolean)</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divider group allowing to substructure the area of full platform authority</td>
<td>Division group</td>
<td>Scalable (Boolean)</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process Constructs**

From a process perspective, we require a representation of:

- unspecific and specific participants in and outside the platform and the platform ecosystem;
- influences and transactions; and
- network effects.

We formalize process constructs based on systems dynamics theory (De Wolf and Holvoet 2004; Nicolis and Prigogine 1977) and introduce participant groups, participants, activities, influences, and transactions. Causal loops, which incite network effects, consist of a concatenation of constructs and therefore do not require an element of their own.

The construct participant describes specific entities with respect to the service platform in and outside its ecosystem. From a system dynamics point of view, participants are small stock, perceived to be static in capacity and accumulation. A participant may occur in any area. A group of specific entities of a large but finite size is called a participant group. Participant groups by definition only occur in the influence area and the noise area as potential new users or uninterested players. Participant groups do not move from one area to another as they represent a certain type of entities. A single participant would be a bottleneck within a causal loop because of its close to static stock behavior. Such loops rather require groups of participants, able to fill the accumulating activities within a platform. The construct of a participant can be equally applied for consumers and suppliers.

Figure 3 gives a schematic overview of the following discussion. Participants with no relation to the platform (i.e., participants in the noise area) cannot be sources of transactions. As the origin of an endogenous variable, these participants must be able to influence participants of participant groups in the...
influence area (1). If a participant is an ecosystem participant, it may have a defined relationship with the platform and, thus, be the source of a transaction (2). It may also influence other ecosystem participants as a source of an endogenous variable (3). Participants cannot be the source of influence pointing at constructs within the control area.

Figure 3 also shows that the internal participant can be the origin of an auxiliary variable which stimulates a value flow into the platform. For example, an internal department could provide an existing (considered static) stock of services for deployment into activity 2. This provisioning may serve as base value. The influence pointing from the participant to the external participant (5) may stimulate a value flow to fill activity 1.

Activities, as depicted in Figure 3, correspond to stocks in system dynamics. They can accumulate and deplete. Activities represent the location for interaction of participants or participant groups in and with the platform. They are the target of participants or participant groups, addressed through transactions. Incoming transactions from participants and participant groups within the influence area (2) as well as from activities and participants within the control area (4) are allowed. Since they are IT-enabled tasks by the platform, activities are exclusive to the control area. Outgoing transactions to participants and other activities in the control area describe workflows. Any accumulation within an activity is considered an increase in value because value denotes positive effects on performance of actions, objects, and tasks. For example the quantity of services deployed might have value for service consumers (6). The more participants are active, the more the stock activity accumulates and vice versa. Activities can represent a base value to incite network effects. Such a base value within an activity is of explicit relevance due to its exponentially growing network attractiveness. Hence, activities can include a base value attribute.

Transactions are value flows into or within the control area. Their source is either in the influence area or in the control area. Participants and participant groups in the influence area are allowed to be the source of a transaction (2). In the control area, activities and participants can be the source of a transaction (4). Each transaction must have exactly one source and only one target. Constructs in the noise area cannot initiate a transaction. Constructs in the influence area and noise area cannot be target of a transaction. Value flows coming from the ecosystem can only target activities, as those are the only constructs inside the platform which exhibit stock characteristics.

Influence stimulates ecosystem participants or ecosystem participant groups to choose specific value flows into the service platform. From a system dynamics perspective, influences are auxiliary variables, which control the rate of flow of transactions through the stimulus of their sources. Influences must exclusively address participants or participant groups. Their targets are limited to the influence area (1, 3, 5, and 6). We consider influences as group of stimuli on ecosystem participants. In an uncontrolled way, it can be
any action without intervention of the platform operator and potentially without effect (e.g., exchange of information between ecosystem participants). When equipped with a control method, it means that the influence is amplified through the platform operator’s incentives, i.e. market regulative control, informative control, and motivational control (cf. the following section).

**Constructs for Control Methods**

Control methods allow platform operators to intervene in managing services and service consumption by managed self-organization. They can be used to steer causal loops surrounding the platform (i.e., to generate network effects). Adding control methods to causal loops turns those loops into controlled feedback systems. Figure 3 visualizes the provision of control methods through so-called control points. Restricting full platform authority to the control area leads to the exclusive positioning of control methods within this area. Figure 3 shows three of the four possible positions:

- on activities, regulating their interaction (e.g., activity 1 and activity 2 in Figure 3);
- on transactions, regulating the inflow (resp. outflow) into an activity (e.g., transaction (2) and (7) in Figure 3);
- on influences, regulating the feedback into the ecosystem (e.g., influences (5) and (6) in Figure 3); and
- on internal participants, as they are in hierarchical subordination to the platform operator’s authority (not shown in Figure 3)

We categorize the enforcing methods as *prescriptive control, sanctional control, and restrictive control*. Similarly, we categorize the incentivizing control methods as *market regulative control, informative control, and motivational control*.

Table 3 gives an overview of the applicable control methods within the areas of platform authority for all process constructs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Transaction</th>
<th>Influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prescriptive Control</td>
<td>Sanctional Control</td>
<td>Restrictive Control</td>
<td>Market Regulative Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An antecedent condition for *prescriptive control* is the observability of behavior (Kirsch 1997). Platform operators can observe behavior of third party activities and participants in the control area since they have submitted to their prescriptions. Having allocated the activities and participants within the area of full platform authority, the platform operator can (a) observe and (b) steer the activities of external participants and modify their outcome. Hence, prescriptive control is the sequence of observing and steering a participant’s set of actions within activities. Prescriptive control may further include subsequent corrective actions by the platform operator.

Activities in the control area of the service platform are subject to an additional method of control called *sanctional control*. The platform can either sanction deployed services or subscribed users. Sanctions are enforced in the moment of a policy breach (e.g., copyright infringement or SLA violations). The platform gathers information on policy breaches, for example, by automatic verification, service support, or complaint management systems. After the discovery of such an infringement, an escalation routine is initiated. The escalation routine can vary from defined time for correction or statement requested from the participant to immediate un-deployments, depending on aspects of safety, security, or the importance of the policy breach.
Restrictive control is a formal control method. It acts as a filter on transactions within the control area and verifies compliance with service platform policies (7). Restrictive control relies on outcome measurability as an antecedent condition.

Market regulative control categorizes control methods which are fully driven by the ecosystem and which are generated through explicit feedback. Market regulative control can address service consumers (e.g., through ranking) as well as service providers (e.g., through recommendations). Its objective is to communicate information on service quality. This is a self-organizing process; the ecosystem self-organizes when, in reciprocity, consumers adapt their consumption behavior and service providers amend service quality. This represents a causal loop within the control area as well as into the ecosystem. Figure 3 visualizes this causal loop by a black dot annotated in the upper left corner of activity 1. Another possibility of applying market regulatory control is on influences, pointing from internal participants to external participants or participant groups (5). For example, collaborative feedback systems may enable participants to recommend or advise against a value or base value contribution, provided by the participant. Market regulative control is located exclusively at influences and activities, within the control area.

Informative control stimulates creativity in the ecosystem, targeting individuals or communities and providing them with preprocessed information (e.g., on service requirements, preferences, or feedback on specific quality). It addresses the participants’ intrinsic motivation (Frey and Oberholzer-Gee 1997). The respective informative control method consequently highlights opportunities or invitations to participate in activities. In contrast to the contributions in market regulative control, which are community-based, the platform operator manages informative control and addresses existing or potential participants or participant groups. The method’s goal is to incite a self-organizing process of alignment in favor of the service platform. Like market regulative control, it is located on activities and influences that are directed from the control area into the platform ecosystem, for example, activity 2 (6). Informative control of activities explicitly addresses and supports existing participants. Informative control of influences addresses external participants (e.g., potential customers).

Motivational control comprises methods which explicitly set incentives and potential rewards for participants. The platform operator can incentivize activities in the control area. Moreover, motivational control can affect influences originating from the control area, pointing at participants or participant groups in the ecosystem (6). Motivational control for activities addresses existing participants (e.g., to financially motivate existing participants to produce services which are of strategic relevance to the platform in a certain segment). With respect to influences, motivational control addresses external participants (e.g., to motivate subscribed participants to invite new participants to win a reward).

Demonstration and Evaluation

In this section, we present the derivation of our design method, a graphical modeling language, from the design theory for service platforms elaborated on in the previous section. So far, we have described the rationale on how the meta-requirements from network effects theory and control mode theory have guided us in devising design requirements and constructs for a design theory to represent all relevant elements to the design of service platforms. In the following, we provide a description and an assessment of an instantiation of this design theory.

We implemented the notation’s syntax and morphology through a stencil set, a plugged-in runtime constraint, and the layout processor within the Oryx framework (Decker et al. 2008). The editor includes a shape repository, accommodating the language’s structural and procedural elements, a modeling canvas and a property configuration panel, allowing for configuring the control methods. Figure 4 presents a screenshot of the editor with a sample model. Given the prevalence of the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) among targeted modelers, we chose to enforce the effectiveness of the language through allusion to BPMN conversations, thus improving users’ familiarity with the symbolism (Object Management Group Inc. 2011). A full specification of the language can be found in Scholten (2013).

The sample model displays the control area (box with black line), influence area (box with dashed line) as well as the noise area (shaded canvas). There are two activities (hexagon) and one participant (box with rounded edges) in the control area and one participant and one participant group (three stacked boxes
with rounded edges) in the influence area. All value flows between the contracts are either labeled as an influence or as a transaction. All controls are marked as white or black dots on participants and/or value flows. Black dots signify active control mechanisms and white dots signify the possibility to enable control methods. The base value of the platform is displayed as the symbol β with the Department for Own Value Contribution. The base value could also be placed on the activity deploy services. Allocating the symbol to the participant emphasizes that the base value does not increase through loops.

This department now deploys services on the service platform, which serve as base value. This influences the Target Group to subscribe. The more subscribers the platform has and the more services the platform has, the more of the Target Group subscribe, that is, the stock is filled. This creates a causal loop, a demand-sided network effect. The amount of subscriptions eventually also has an influence on Partner 1 to start deploying services on the service platform. This activity eventually influences more participants of the Target Group to subscribe and so forth. This second causal loop is a cross-sided network effect through service consumption and third party supply.

![Diagram](https://github.com/YourDiagramURL)

**Figure 4. Cloud-based Editor with Sample Model**

As an initial, first evaluation step, we modeled a set of existing service platforms which were part of our initial explorative analysis. Service platforms comprised Salesforce.com, Netsuite, Dropbox, and Google+. This helped exploring the language’s expressiveness (i.e. its capability to express all relevant processes and control methods encountered in the real world in a semantically and syntactically correct way). However, conducting these tests solely on our own creates the risk to provide biased results (Zelkowitz and Wallace 1997). Therefore, we also conducted several initial field studies with platform operators and evaluated the outcomes using self-control surveys of participants. Users modeled and designed their service platforms and later evaluated their modeling experience and results. In a second step, we provided them with our graphical modeling language and software. They received training on the process constructs and control methods of the graphical modeling language as well as training on the concrete notation and the use of the Web-based editor. The users evaluated their modeling experience and their results against their previous experience. We are aware of the fact that this setup is not without bias. As we evaluated with business users having actual issues in platform design, we were subject to certain constraints and not able to devise proper test groups. We do elaborate on more controlled future empirical validations later in this section.

In the following, we exemplarily present the results achieved with M-Engineering, a company offering surveillance, control, and data acquisition solutions (SCADA) in automated processes. The company traditionally offered on-premise solutions and is a new entrant into the service platform business.
Figure 5 presents the model, developed by one of two key evaluation users, the company’s solution manager and platform architect.

The two modelers centered their value proposition on the deployment of a cloud-based SCADA solution (modeled as an activity) operated by M-Engineering Services (modeled as a participant). They expect this offer to attract manufacturing companies (modeled as a participant group) to subscribe and use to their services (modeled as a transaction). The language is also able to express the placement of native apps (WinCC Tracking) on premise within the manufacturing processes. M-Engineering is aware that its customer-base it is too small to create strong network effects on the supply side (modeled as external service providers). However, the consumption of services promises to motivate (modeled as influence) specific hand-selected partners (External Partner 1 & 2) to provide additional services (e.g., analysis and interpretation of process efficiency). They saw potential to design consumer-sided network effects through the offer of just-in-sequence supply-chain integration (use SCM services). Transferring detailed process and quality data from one manufacturer in the chain becomes simple through the cloud-based aggregation of SCADA data. The data format and protocols are standardized according to IEC 60870-5 101/104. They model the inclusion of a market regulative control method, where one provider can invite co-producers from the same supply chain. Additional free data storage for the inviting manufacturing company is part of the motivational control category. Also the offer of a free-of-charge service bottom line to the addressee is motivational control, reducing the addressee’s switching costs and representing a suitable way to attain critical mass with respect to network effects (Shapiro and Varian 1998). Competitors’ actions can have a negative influence on these network effects.

To evaluate the first stable configuration of the artifact in this preliminary stage, we subsequently conducted a user survey, which is an accepted methodology for software or design evaluation (Henderson et al. 1995). This empirical evaluation of the artifact is based on the two workshops with the before-mentioned users from M-Engineering as well as business professionals from an IT company with service platform products. We constructed the survey instrument based on existing questionnaires to measure how well our approach supports the design of service platforms. First, we modified the wording to fit the situation. Second, we developed some novel items relating to our design requirements. Each question was measured on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from -2 (strongly disagree) to 2 (strongly agree). The questions were answered by all ten participants of the two workshops. Table 4 includes an excerpt of the questions asked and their results.
Table 4. Selected Scores from the Survey (Excerpt)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Aggregate Score (n=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The design-time was shorter when using the software as compared to a design method and software</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was quickly able to understand both design method and software</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The design method gives me a better understanding of network effects and control possibilities in platform ecosystems</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The design method and the software helped me to produce a better solution than without them</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All relevant elements from the real-world scenario find application in the model-representation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The graphical user interface (GUI) was intuitive, and easy to follow</td>
<td>-0,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of all 45 questions asked</td>
<td>1,60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of this very preliminary evaluation, the modelers reaffirm our design decisions for our design theory based on our meta-requirements derived from network effects theory and control theory. Moreover, the design method as well as its notation was found to be suitable for the design of service platforms and not only shortened the design time but also improved the understanding of the effects at work. We have received less favorable results for the current usability of the implementation. We assume that this is mainly due to the fact that we limited ourselves to Web-based open source modeling frameworks, which are still in their infancy. Also, we have not yet focused on a wizard-like interface to guide the modelers but give them full access to all constructs of the design method.

So far, the design method and the software tool support service platform design in view of the exploitation of network effects, particularly referring to the control methods in the context of direct modes of action (transactions, activities) and more indirect modes (influences) and the staged areas of authority. With respect to a full-fledged empirical evaluation, we propose to conduct further controlled tests (e.g., laboratory experiment), as it is currently not feasible to judge and evaluate the design process and quality of actual, real-world service platforms designed with our design method. Neither is it feasible to evaluate the success of individual, real-world service platforms designed with our design method, as further factors are involved. Hence, we propose to derive testable hypotheses for controlled experiments from our meta-requirements, such as:

*The use of systems that support both, the design of network effects and platform authority, will result (a) in an improved understanding of the possibilities to incite networks effects and exert control and, thus, (b) in better solutions than systems that only support the design of network effects.*

Analogously:

*The use of systems that support both, the design of network effects and platform authority, will result (a) in an improved understanding of the possibilities to incite networks effects and exert control and, thus, (b) in better solutions than systems that only support the design of platform authority.*

As a baseline, we deem it necessary to also test the following hypotheses as regards comparisons with approaches without support:

*The use of systems that support both, the design of network effects and platform authority, will result (a) in an improved understanding of the possibilities to incite networks effects and exert control and, thus, (b) in better solutions than the use of “pen and paper” (i.e., no graphical modeling support).*

One way to design a laboratory experiment for testing these hypotheses is to use a 1x4 factorial design with four groups of subjects, which will conduct the same task in one of the following four treatments: (a) pen and paper, (b) a system that supports modeling network effects, (c) a system that support platform authority, and (d) a system that supports both, network effects and platform authority. Using the same software (or at least notation) will contribute to the internal validity of the experiment results. The test subjects will be assigned at random to the four treatments. While we aim to select tasks that do not
require specific knowledge or training, it is difficult to do so within this confined context of service platform design - which as such is a task that requires expert knowledge. So all test subjects will need to receive the same training necessary to complete the task. We propose to have all subjects establish a baseline in a “pen and paper” test. Then, the subjects of the system treatments will receive software training and the next task will be handed out. While we can measure the duration to complete tasks within the experiment, we will need expert judges to compare and judge the resulting designs. In addition, the test subjects will be able to provide an evaluation of their perceived understanding factors affecting the platform ability to incite network effects.

Discussion and Conclusion

The emergence of service platforms and their openness to contributions of third parties as well as to self-organizing behavior on the consumer side give rise to new challenges for existing and future service providers. The increased autonomy of suppliers and consumers and the network effects resulting from their behavior increase the complexity of managing such platforms. Platform operators are well aware of the opportunities arising from leveraging network effects, particularly the possibility of exponential growth of service consumption and provisioning, which is certainly desirable. However, challenges also arise due to the loss of influence on service quality on the one hand and the possibility of unachieved growth or rapid collapse of the consumer base due to negative network effects on the other hand. Acting on these opportunities and challenges requires both theory and design support to enable the design of service platforms that are capable of harnessing desired network effects.

We proposed a graphical modeling language that is based on sound theoretical underpinnings and focuses on inciting network effects for service platforms. It uses, adapts, and structures existing knowledge originating from systems dynamics control theory, network theory, and dynamic market theory and applies it to service platform design. We understand network effects as instances of causal loops that are linked to both methods and structures on the platform and groups of potential participants. By including control methods into these loops, we allow for the design and creation of controlled feedback loops. Based on these insights, we have created a design method that allows us to position the different participants within and outside the platform’s control and influence according to the degree of authority that the platform operator can exert on them. Moreover, our approach allows us to describe a service platform’s various types of relationships and interactions, including causal loops. Lastly, we enable the placement of suitable control methods to ensure quality of service without suffocating self-organization.

In an iterative process, we have drafted, evaluated, and refined the language to its current state. We have described the rationale behind the constructs of the language (i.e., its staged areas of authority as well as its process support and control methods). We presented the application in a real-world case and discussed user feedback, which also supports our meta-requirements:

(a) The initial evaluation of our design theory suggests that our proposed graphical modeling language is a suitable means to discuss and design all structural aspects of platform authority for service platforms inciting networks effects.

(b) The initial evaluation of our design theory suggests that our proposed graphical modeling language is a suitable means to discuss and design all procedural aspects of platform authority for service platforms inciting networks effects.

(c) The initial evaluation of our design theory suggests that our proposed graphical modeling language is a suitable means to discuss and design all enforcing and incentivizing control aspects of platform authority for service platforms inciting networks effects.

Furthermore, we presented the rationale behind our conceptualization of constructs for network effects and control modes:

(d) We have presented a design method that incorporates all aspects which we deem relevant for the IS developer. In addition, we demonstrated that the resulting models improved the perceived understanding of the effects at work and the perceived quality of the service platform designs.
(e) We have based the notation on the BPMN conversation diagram, which is an accepted design method for the abstract representation of collaboration. IS developers have noted the similarity and experienced a decrease in training and design time (a change in design cost was not measured).

Our research contributes to the existing body of knowledge on service platform design. For academics and researchers, we describe an IS design theory and design method for service platform design. The design method allows us to build service platform designs that foster the desired network effects and instantiations of parameters for a successful balance between control and self-organization. Our categorization of areas of staged platform authority (control area, influence area, and noise area) within our design theory for service platforms allows for pinpointing reasons for and causal loops of network effects in detail. Our design method allows for describing and visualizing with graphical models, on the one hand, direct exchange relationships with the service platform and, on the other hand, indirect relationships in terms of influences of the ecosystem by the platform provider. This allows illustrating and understanding these complex relationships using graphical models. As a result, our research provides a theoretical framework for the design of service platforms, taking into account their business models and leveraging the ecosystem of customers and suppliers. For practitioners from industry, we present a design method that is able to model and to identify network effects, allowing platform operators to manage the flows of service provisioning and consumption by fine-tuning their methods of platform authority. Moreover, methods for steering and controlling network effects can be visualized and designed, allowing steering and manipulating as well as potentially simulating these relationships. Consequently, the proposed design method can act as a tool for supporting the shared modeling, discussions, and decisions of solution managers and platform architects.

In addition, we have proposed a preliminary research design for further empirical evaluation. Apart from this lack of empirical evaluation in our methodology, we are aware of further limitations of the designed artifact. First, the graphical modeling language is targeted at system architects and decision makers; therefore it is rather abstract and it is not possible to (semi-)automatically derive any deployment architecture or even program code. So far, it is designed to be a means of communication to support early stages of system design. Nevertheless, our ultimate goal is a transformation of its logical models into program code. Following the model-driven architecture paradigm, modeling should not be an end in itself. Second, despite the language's rather high level of abstraction, our evaluations so far have shown that not all language constructs are self-explanatory. In addition, the current implementation does not offer any form of guidance for the creation of new models because we have not yet developed a procedure model. In some respect the same limitations also apply to the understanding of models by users. In contrast to typical process models, there is no single point of entry, and models (i.e., the represented service platforms and their ecosystems) have to be understood as a whole.

While we have presented initial evidence and results which suggest that the proposed graphical modeling language is a suitable tool to improve the understanding and, thus, design of network effects in service platforms, it is practically impossible to relate this to the economic and financial success of a service platform. Whether or not a service platform is successful in the market also depends on many additional factors which currently cannot be expressed with our graphical modeling language (e.g., pricing, branding, or the general market development). Moreover, our current transactions and influences represent a generic flow of value but do not attribute concrete valuations to allow for simulation and/or prediction.

Future research can focus on two areas: (1) extending the set of constructs and methods; (2) propagating the models to subsequent stages of IS development. All developed control methods could be further extended and refined through additional layers. Each new layer could offer additional sets of methods. Furthermore, the language in its present form focuses only on control methods. Attributes with other foci and aspects might be useful (e.g., monitoring or security). At this stage, our language provides a high-level view of interactions of service platforms and their ecosystems, with the focus on harnessing network effects. In order to be used in later stages of the systems development process, elements of the language also have to be passed on to subordinate layers of modeling languages other than BPMN conversation diagrams such as BPMN choreography diagrams and BPMN collaboration diagrams. These are executable as program code at the lowest level.
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